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Abstract-A Chebyshev expansion method for the solution of boundary-value problems of O.D.E. type 
is presented. The method employs the pseudospectral (collocation) approximation and generates ap- 
proximations to the lower order derivatives of the function through successive integrations of the Che- 
byshev polynomial approximation to the highest order derivative. The method is easier to implement 
than spectral methods employing the Galerkin and tau approximations and yields results of comparable 
accuracy to these methods, with reduced computing requirements. Applications to the linear stability 
problems for plane Poiseuille and the Blasius boundary layer flows are presented. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The method presented in this paper originated in the authors’ earlier work on Chebyshev 
expansion methods for the solution of boundary-value problems[ 11. It provides an alternative 
to spectral methods employing the Galerkin and tau approximations[2, 3,4] and, while retaining 
their advantages of uniform convergence and high accuracy offers easy implementation. The 
pseudospectral approximation is employed and the resulting equations are in terms of the highest 
derivative of the function of interest as opposed to the equations for the expansion coefficients 
in spectral methods. This is accomplished by starting with Chebyshev approximations for the 
highest-order derivative, an idea suggested by Jeffreys[S] and employed by Zebib[3] for similar 
purposes, and generating approximations to the lower-order derivatives through successive 
integration of the approximations to the highest-order derivative. In addition to increased ac- 
curacy (with N expansion terms N + 4 truncation for the function of interest is obtained), this 
procedure has the advantage of simultaneously satisfying all the boundary conditions with the 
particular boundary conditions (homogeneous or non-) posing no difficulty. 
We chose to apply our method to the solution of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation for plane 
Poiseuille and Blasius boundary layer flows, for which results obtained by spectral methods 
and finite difference schemes are available. The eigenvalues associated with the linear stability 
analysis of the aforementioned flows are determined as eigenvalues of a system of algebraic 
equations using a matrix algorithm. 
The computations relevant to this paper were carried out on a PRIME 400 machine in 
single precision arithmetic. The computing requirements were found to be substantially smaller 
than those for spectral methods[2] for obtaining comparable accuracy. 
Pertinent to the method presented here is the calculation of integrals from Chebyshev 
expansions; the relevant section follows immediately. 
3. CALCULATION OF INTEGRALS FROM CHEBYSHEV EXPANSIONS 
For a function f(x) with x E [ - 1, 11, the N + l-term Chebyshev expansion is 
N+I 
f(x) = c q,-,(X). 
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With collocation points selected as X, = cos [7c(n - l)]/N (n = 1, 2, N + l), the ex- 
pansion (1) becomes 
Nc I 
f, = f(x,,) = c up cos rr(n - yp - l), 
p=l 
(2.4 
where up are given by 
and C, = CN+, = 2, C, = 1 for p = 2, 3, . . . , N. 
In matrix form Eq. (2.b) can be written as 
a = ff 
with 
,f= 
f=1 
N 
T&J T&J TdxN) + . . . - T&v+ J
4 2 2 4 
T,(x,) 
2 
T,(x2) 
T,(X,+ I) 
a.. T,(xN) - 
2 
. . . 
TN-,(X,) 
2 
TN- ,(X2> ... TN- ,(xN) 
TN- ,(xN+ I) 
2 
TN(XI) TN(XZ) TN(XN) TN(~N+ 1) - . . . - 
4 2 2 4 
(2.b) 
(3.4 
(3.b) 
CN + I) @ IN + I). 
Regarding integrals of f(x), the integral I:, f(i) df with f(x) being sufficiently smooth can be 
calculated as [6] 
F(x) = ;, f(2) df = Ni2 b,,T,_ ,(x) 
I)=I 
(4.4 
with 
b 
aN+I 
b 
aN 
N+2 = 2(N + I)’ 
-- 
N+’ - 2N’ 
b,, = 2(n ‘_ l) (c,-,a,,-, - a,,,,), n = 2, 3, . . , N, 
6, = a, - a az - ‘i’ 
(-I)“-I 
n=3 (n - 1)2 - 1 a?i 
(4.b) 
and 
c, = 2, c,= 1, na2. 
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Equation (4.a), in view of Eqs. (3.a) and (4.b), leads to a matrix equations of the form 
F = Tb = fla = fl?f = Wf, (5.a) 
where 
F= 
I= 
T&J T,tx,) --. Tdx,) TN+XXJ 
T&z) T,tx3 .-- Tdxz) TN+XX~ 
T&N) T ,txN) --. TdxN) TN+ bd 
Tot++,) TI(XN+I) *** T&N+J TN+I(xN+J 
1 1 (- 1) (- l)N+’ 
-- -- . . . *** 4 3 (n - 1)2 - 1 N’ - 1 
0 1 -- 
2 
1 
4 O -- : 
1 
0 
1 
- 
2(N - 1) 2(N - 1) 
1 
0 
1 
2N 2(N + 1) 
(N + I,@(N + 21, 
(5.b) 
(N + 2) @(N + I). 
3. AN INTEGRAL CHEBYSHEV METHOD 
FOR BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS 
In this section the features of the method are demonstrated through its application to linear 
stability problems of parallel shear flows. 
The stability of parallel shear flows to two-dimensional infinitesimal disturbances of the 
form V (z)e’ul.’ - (‘I) IS described by the Orr-Sommerfeld equation 
(// (4) - 2aZy1(2’ + a4W 
- iaR[(U - c)(y/‘2’ - a21y) - WY/] = 0, (6) 
where superscripts in parenthesis indicate derivatives with respect to z, R is the Reynolds number 
and a and c the wavenumber and wave speed, respectively. 
The problems we chose to solve are the following: 
(i) the plane Poiseuille flow for which U = 1 - zz, - 1 5 z 5 1, and 
(ii) the Blasius boundary-layer flow for which U is given in terms of a function f which satisfies 
f’3’ + ff’2’ = 0, 0 I ‘I < co, (7.4 
f(0) = f”‘(0) = 0, f”‘(q + co) = 1 (7.b) 
(superscripts in parenthesis denote derivatives with respect to q). 
Using the algebraic mapping[3, 41 
(8) 
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the unbounded region [0, xc] is mapped into the finite domain [ - I, I] and the problem expressed 
by Eqs. (7.a) and (7.b) is transformed into 
(9.a) 
f( - 1) = f”‘( - 1) = 0, f”‘( 1) = F (9.b) 
(superscripts in parenthesis denote derivatives with respect to z) 
The basic flow for the Blasius problem is obtained as 
u = f”‘(z). (IO) 
With this transformation, the boundary conditions for I+V, for the Blasius flow. becomes 
ly(k 1) = iJ/“‘(” I) = 0. (11) 
The same boundary conditions apply to the plane Poiseuille flow. 
The method we developed for the solution of Equation (6), with a variety of boundary 
conditions including those of Equation (1 l), proceeds as follows. The highest derivative of IJ 
can be represented by a finite series expansion in terms of Chebyshev polynomials as 
yA4’(z) = Nil a,T,,_,(z). 
n= I 
(12) 
In view of Eq. (5.a), representations for the lower-order derivatives of t,u are generated through 
integration of Eq. ( 12) as follows: 
JI’3’ = C’ + Wqj1’4’, (13.a) 
~(2) = cl’ + WC’ + w*q41, (13.b) 
$,(I) = Cl11 + WC” + W2C’ + W3q#4’, (13.c) 
JI = p + WC” + W’C” + W3C’ + W4$‘4’, (13.d) 
where 
$‘P’ = r,lP)(? 1) p = 0, 1, . . . ) 4, 
L w’p’($f+ I) 1 - 
C! = y/“‘( - l), 
C)’ = I$*)( - I), 
Cf” = $“( - 1), 
Cl” = w( - l), i = 1, 2, 
and 
wp = ww ..- w, p : 
. . 7 N+ 1 
p times 
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The matrices Wp (p = 2, 3, 4) are easy to evaluate due to the simple form of W. Although 
matrix factorization methods can be used to speed up the computation of Wp. we felt it not 
necessary to resort to them because of the small computing times associated with our calculations. 
The constants Cf, C,“, etc. can be determined from the boundary conditions. In the particular 
case when boundary conditions of the form of Eq. ( I 1) apply. with the identifications 
N+I 
c WI, = 2, 
/=I 
Iv+ I iv+ I 
2 Wf, = 2 and c W:, = $, 
/= I I= I 
these constants are found to be 
C!” = p = () 
, I (14.a) 
CP = f N$’ (2WT, - 3w;,)y)4’, 
/-I 
(14.b) 
c-1 = ; N$’ cw:, - w:,)w;4’, (14.c) 
I- I 
for i = 1, 2, , N + 1. Substituting from Eq. (13.a)-(13.d) in Eq. (6) for the lower-order 
derivatives of I,Y and using the results of Eqs. (14.a)-(14.c), we arrive at 
A3r 14’ = ~Brlr’~‘. (15) 
In the previous equation A and B are (N + 1) @ (N + 1) matrices with elements 
A,, = d,, - (2a2 + iaRU) 
X 
[ 
i (2W;, - 3W;‘J + 5 ‘$’ Wj,,(W:, - w;,, + w,z, 
m-l 1 + (a” + ia’RCJ + iaRU’*‘) 
x 
[ 
; Ng’ W,?,(2Wi’, - 3Wf,) + ; N$’ w;,,(w:, - w:,, + w; 
m-I m-l 1 
and 
(16.a) 
(2Wh - 3W?,) + 3 72’ w,,,,cw:, - w;,, + w; 
n-l 1 
w;,,(~w:, - 3wf,) + 2 y Wj,,(Wt, - W:,) + w;,] 
2,=, 
(16.b) 
where Ws. p = 1. 2, . , 4 are elements of the matrix W’. 
The eigenvalue c is obtained from the numerical solution of Eq. (15) using the IMSL 
routine E 1 GZC. 
Table I. The most unstable eigenvalue for plane Poiseuille flow for a = I, R = 10,000 
h’ + I Orszag[Z] Zebib[3] Present results 
14 0.237137.Sl + 0.005636.4-G 0.237570.46 + 0.003746.1Oi 0.237248.81 + 0.003744.75; 
is 0.236908.87 + 0.00365S.161 0.237433. IS + 0.003722.48; 0.137453.9’ + 0.003740.26; 
17 0.237433.15 + 0.003722.48; 0.1375’3.92 i 0.003753.28i 0.237528.86 + 0.003736.34; 
20 0.237526.76 + 0.003734.17; 0.2375X.95 + 0.003739.08i 0.237526.01 * 0.003738.01, 
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Table 2. The most unstable eigenvalue for the Blasius flow for a = 0.179. R = 580 
‘1, 
IO 
20 
N-l 
36 
44 
36 
14 
Grosch and Orszag[4] 
0.378877 + 0.000.25Oi 
0.364557 + 0.007.7731’ 
Zebib [3] Present results 
0.367590 + 0.0062121 0.369843 + 0.001365; 
0.367591 + 0.0064291 0.369826 + 0.0014OOi 
0.364034 + 0.007920; 0.364520 + 0.0078241 
0.364143 + 0.007959i 0.364372 + 0.007X84; 
Table 3. Computer times for hydrodynamic stability problems 
Plane Poiseuille flow Blasius flow 
N+l CPU flow (sets) ‘I< N - I CPU time (sets) 
I4 73.3 IO 36 182.6 
I5 89.9 44 323.2 
I7 123.7 20 36 192.4 
20 189.6 44 353.7 
4. RESULTS 
Table 1 shows converging values for the most unstable eigenvalue for plane Poiseuille 
flow, computed by the present method for a = 1 and R = 10,000. These values agree well 
with those obtained by Orszag[2] and Zebid[3] with spectral methods. The most unstable 
eigenvalue for the critical Reynolds number and wavenumber, R,. = 5772.22 and a, = 1.02056, 
was also computed. The value generated by our method in this case, with N = 20, was found 
to be 0.26400274 + 1.00056 * IO-‘i. Th’ IS value compares well to the value obtained by 
Orszag[2], 0.26400174 + 5.9 X lo-‘“i. 
Table 2 shows converging values for the most unstable eigenvalue for the Blasius flow, 
obtained by our method for a = 0.79 and R = 580. For comparison, values obtained by Grosch 
and Orszag[4] are shown. The comparison shows that our method, with single precision arith- 
metic, produces results of comparable accuracy with substantially reduced computing require- 
ments. The most unstabled eigenvalue for a = 0.179 and R = 1,000 was also computed by 
our method, with N = 36. The computed value, 0.33904 + O.O03625i, compares with the 
value obtained by Mach[7], 0.3383 + O.O048i, using finite differences. 
The computations were carried out on a PRIME 400 computer. Computer times for the 
problems examined here are listed in Table 3. These times compare favorably with the 20-100 
min. computer times required in Zebib’s calculations[3]. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
An integral Chebyshev expansion method, based on the pseudospectral (collocation) ap- 
proximation was developed for the solution of boundary value problems expressed by ODE’s. 
The method was applied to problems arising from the linear stability analysis of two parallel 
shear flows, the plane Poiseuille flow and the Blasius boundary layer flow. From the application 
it is evident that the present method, in addition to uniform convergence and high accuracy 
features of spectral methods, possesses the capabilities of directly handling boundary conditions 
of general type and is easier to implement. Computing requirements for the present method are 
minimal. 
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